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Looking back at the miners’ strike

A Heads Up For 2018 From Steve
Jennings - GMB Political Officer
The local elections will be the next
important event in our political calendar.
Some local authorities have all-out elections
which mean every council seat is up for
grabs.
It is vital Labour return all it’s sitting
councillors and makes every effort to add
to that number. They will need all the help
they can get to reach as many voters as
possible and GMB members can make all
the difference.
If you can help in your local ward with
leafleting or door-knocking, please get in
touch and I will pass your details to your
local party . My contact details are as
follows:
steve.jennings@gmb.org.uk
0345 337 7777

A Message From Neil Derrick
Politics has dominated this year like never before. The
surprising result and strength of the Labour vote in the
General Election, the on going uncertainty over Brexit
and the global developments involving Trumps America
must serve to remind everyone that ‘politics matter ‘.
GMB has campaigned tirelessly over the past 12 months
to ensure that alongside our industrial agenda we have
brought our influence to bear on decision makers, reminding those who shape laws or
control budgets that real people face the consequences of the decisions they make. In
the past year, we have had an unprecedented level of dialogue with Labour members of
Parliament in this region; we now have 20 MPs who are GMB members themselves. We
have repeated our successful political weekend school at Wortley Hall and attendance at
our regular political training sessions has been increasing. We ran a Manifesto Seminar
over the summer to ensure we spread still further the knowledge of what life under a
Labour government would look like.
In 2018 we may have another general election: GMB will be ready. We will definitely
have local council elections in May: GMB is ready. We are ready to support those local
councillors who have worked with us on the issues which affect our members; cuts to
services, outsourcing and protecting jobs and terms. We will not be supporting those
who have failed to engage with our local government activists - why would we?
2018 will bring us another step closer to the end of this Tory government. Lets all enjoy
the break and get back to campaigning for a Labour victory in councils and
in Parliament in the New Year.

Merry Christmas
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Richard Burgon MP pictured with GMB Senior Organiser Desiree Wilburn,
GMB Organiser Darran Travis & reps from Leeds City Council

Sally Kincaid from NEU, Neil Cole GMB, Mary Creagh MP and Paul Jowitt Ossett
Labour Party Secretary

Local MP’S Get Behind GMB’S Pay Pinch
Campaign

Wakefield City Academies Trust Meeting

For 10 years GMB members have suffered pay cuts in real
terms, our vital public sector workers, nurses, midwives
and refuse collectors have had an average of £9,000
pinched from their pay packets since 2010. And they face
losing £4,000 more in the next three years.
Since 2010 public sector workers' wages have been frozen
or have increased below inflation, which means their cost of
living is rising faster than their pay, leaving them out of
pocket. The average public sector worker has lost £8,953 in
real terms since 2010 and with the government planning to
pursue this pay freeze policy until 2020, they stand to lose
£4,073 more (a total of just over £13,000!). This year we're
campaigning to end the public sector pay pinch. The
financial crash wasn’t caused by teaching assistants, council
officers or hospital porters. It’s outrageous that they are still
expected to pay the price for the banking crisis over a
decade later. What’s more, real terms cuts to public sector
pay aren’t just failing our members: they’re failing everyone
who relies on our vital public services.

GMB attended a third public meeting on Friday 24th November to
highlight and discuss concerns from parents/staff/unions and
councillors regarding the current re-brokerage consultation of the
Wakefield City Academies Trust. The demise of WCAT shows the
stark reality of the failures which privatisation is having on our
education system.
Allegations of greed and nepotism hit the headlines and it has just
been revealed that the Department for Education were aware, and
did nothing.
There are a lot of questions which still need answers and lessons
need to be learnt to prevent this ever happening again. We will
continue to campaign for the following:





A return of the schools back into local authority control
Guarantee everyone's jobs are secured
Return funding to the schools
A public enquiry into how this was allowed to happen

To help us with this, please sign the following petitions:
https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/return-wakefield-cityacademy-trusts-schools-to-their-local-las
https://www.change.org/p/the-rt-hon-justine-greening-mp-apublic-enquiry-into-the-wakefield-city-academies-trust?
recruiter=134525660&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=
copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition&utm_term=share_petitio
n
For further information please contact Neil Cole on
neil.cole@gmb.org.uk

Yvette Cooper MP shows her support for GMB’s Pay Pinch Campaign
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This year’s students

Political Weekend School
The third GMB annual political school took place at Wortley Hall
in November with GMB members from across this region taking
part.
The 2-day event was opened by Regional Secretary, Neil Derrick,
followed by Colin Burgon giving a detailed analysis on why
Labour did so well in the last general election.

National Education Service
Andy Irving’s group got to grips with problems facing young
people today; lack of funding for schools, the academy
accountability problem and tuition fees.

One of the key reasons why Labour did so well was the
manifesto. The delegates broke into four groups to discuss four
sections of the Labour manifesto ‘For the many and not the
few’.
Steve Jennings, Political Officer, said: “The weekend was a
great success. On both days the sessions overran and the
debates were informative and passionate. The conclusion
reached by all was politics do matter both to members and
their families. Delegates found the weekend to be helpful in
giving them the necessary confidence and information to take
the message out to a wider audience.”

Secure Homes For All
Deanne Ferguson’s group debated housing issues, including the
lack of good council housing, the private rented sector and
house price barriers for young and low paid workers. They also
discussed the issues that led to the Grenfell Tower disaster.
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How Parliament Works
Saturday concluded with Steph Peacock, MP for Barnsley East,
National Officer Neil Foster and Regional President Andy Irving
explaining the workings of Parliament and how the GMB gets
things done.

A Fair Deal At Work
Colin Burgon’s group were tasked with the world of work. The
areas of concern included low wages, banning zero hour
contracts, insecure work and poverty. The group also discussed
more rights for trade unions in the workplace.

American Trade Unionism
On Sunday, former Labour MP, Colin Burgon, conducted a
session on why Trump won in the USA and the historic struggles
the American trade unions have faced and are still facing today.

Health Care For All
Neil Foster’s group had to tackle the problems of chronic
underfunding of the NHS. It was decided the market approach had
failed and private profit was not acceptable in health care. The
key issue was the NHS was not safe in the hands of a Tory
government.

ASOS Campaign
The weekend ended with a GMB Organiser Deanne Ferguson
giving an insight on campaigning at ASOS and the political
consequences of politicians who support the gig economy.
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Have We Learned Lessons From Grenfell
Tower

Looking Back At The Miners’ Strike With
Darran Travis

Local authorities across the region will soon be putting their final
touches to budgets for 2018-19, which will mean another round
of cuts. They follow £20bn savings made between 2010 and
2017; a 40% real-terms reduction to their core government
grant, according to the Local Government Association.
There are 116 high-rise blocks in Leeds. Some have been
earmarked for sprinkler systems but cost is a significant factor.
The former leader of Kensington and Chelsea council has said
Grenfell tenants were offered a choice of a sprinkler system or
modernised kitchens and bathrooms. This is an example of the
unacceptable choices.

Pictured above is GMB Organiser Darran Travis in 1984 (light
shirt and tie right of the picture) in his former occupation as
NCB (National Coal Board) worker and a local official of the
NUM. Looking back at the miners’ strike, he said:

The Grenfell Tower fire and other tragedies such as Lakanal
House have demonstrated that occupants of high-rise buildings
are at greater risk during fires than low-rise premises. The
problem focuses on the fact that cladding is a central feature of
all upgraded social housing blocks. The confusion is how a
£6million refit doesn’t currently constitute as ‘building works’
under the building regulations. If they did then sprinklers would
have been required under regulation in any building above 30m
in height.
In the case of Grenfell Tower, it’s not simply the cladding or the
way that it’s applied that was necessarily the problem. Rather
the fact it’s been in a tower block with a single staircase. In
buildings of this height, there should be a legal requirement for
two staircases.
The building regulations and testing regimes are not fit-forpurpose and the kind of fires we will see during this period will
continue to change as people begin to live in more open plan
buildings. There’s a general acceptance that we need to look
again at the building regulations. The government must provide
the funds and a clear timetable to introduce any required
sprinklers systems, alarms and other safety measures to give
people the certainty they need. The tragic events at Grenfell
Tower showed you cannot put a price on people’s safety.

“I worked at the NCB area workshops at Allerton-by-Water
when the strike was called. I thought it would be over quickly
as all the pits were shut and the strike was solid. However, I
stayed loyal to the strike for the full twelve months duration.
It may be over 30 years on but for those who were involved in
the miners’ strike, memories can still be raw. The anger at the
hardship we suffered, along with our families, still runs deep
as does the bitterness between those on the picket lines and
those who crossed them.
Divided communities take a long time to heal: some never do.
Despite the hard times there were many friendships forged
and generosity of strangers in towns like Castleford, where I
still live, were heart-warming.
For many years I have been reluctant to look backwards. I was
one of the lucky ones who got a job and managed to keep my
life and family together - even though it was never easy. For
others in the strike life were not so good, some of my former
colleagues lost everything.
Looking to the future, many things are different now but for
working people echoes of that dispute still ripple through
time. Thatcher is long gone but the Tories haven’t changed.
Work is less secure than ever and with their infatuation with
austerity workers are still suffering. But I am an optimist and it
looks like the skids are under this present Tory government.
Let’s hope things can only get better.”
Darran Travis, Organiser

Colin Kirkham, Health & Safety Officer
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This new, brutal reality of child labour was the result of
revolutionary changes in British society. Workers were
leaving the countryside to crowd into new manufacturing
centres and cities. Meanwhile, there was a revolution in the
way goods were manufactured. Cottage industry was
upended by a trend towards workers serving as unskilled
labourers in the pre-cursor of the assembly line, hammering
the same nail or working the same piece of machinery mind blowing repetitive work as an 11-year-old Dickens had to do
hour after hour, day after day.
Capitalism was in total control, as it is today, creating
unbelievable wealth and at the same time staggering
squalor and poverty. The existence of so many food banks
has the feel of returning to Dickensian times. The spectre of
Jacob Marley and an unreformed Ebenezer Scrooge are ever
present in today’s Tory Party, with a “Bah Humbug” to
increasing public service pay.
One of the reasons A Christmas Carol has stayed with us for
so long is because it buys into most people’s kinder and
more compassionate side. As socialists, we deplore poverty
and exploitation, especially at Christmas.

A Christmas Carol
Published six days before Christmas 1843, Charles Dickens’ A
Christmas Carol was an instant bestseller. But A Christmas
Carol was very much the product of a particular moment in
history, Charles Dickens meaning to weigh in on specific issues
of the day. He first conceived of his project as a pamphlet
which he planned on calling, “An Appeal to the People of
England on behalf of the Poor Man’s Child.” But he decided a
book would be better.

Charles Dickens knew how to captivate an audience.
Throughout his life there were people who urged him to get
into politics, but he resisted. He knew his influence in
society was far greater as a literary figure. That is why so
many of his stories are infused with his moral and political
views.
Seasons Greetings - Steve Jennings

Charles Dickens set out to write his pamphlet-turned-book in
spring 1843, having just read a government report on child
labour in the United Kingdom. The report took the form of a
compilation of interviews with children—compiled by a
journalist friend of Dickens—that detailed their crushing
exploitation and poverty.
Charles Dickens read the testimony of girls who sewed dresses
for the expanding market of middle class consumers; they
regularly worked 16 hours a day, six days a week, rooming—
like Martha Cratchit—above the factory floor. He read of 8-year
-old children who dragged coal carts through tiny subterranean
passages over a standard 11-hour workday. These were not
exceptional stories, but ordinary.
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Deanne Ferguson and Neil Derrick, GMB Regional Secretary

Deanne Ferguson campaigning for ASOS workers

Getting To Know Some Of Our Regional
Activists

What was the most rewarding part? Regardless of role it's about
being a Labour activist for me. I do really enjoy the campaigning
role as it's something I'm good at. Being able to bring new ideas
into the CLP which are helping to engage new activists each
month.

Deanne Ferguson is a Regional Organiser for the GMB, a Morley
and Outwood activist and Ardsley and Robin Hood branch
membership / campaign officer.
How would you summarise your role in one sentence or less?
Challenging but extremely rewarding.

What’s your next campaign going to be about? It's difficult to say
as I am always campaigning to improve workers pay, terms and
conditions for our members and to elect our next Labour
Government.

Who is your favourite MP/Politician (now or throughout
history)? Angela Rayner and Laura Pidcock are by far my most
favourite politicians at this time. Both MP's have had an amazing
journey which is reflective of ordinary folk.

What was the main reason you wanted to become an activist in
the Labour movement? To bring about change for the better for
so many people and retain the links between the unions and our
party.

What did you do before becoming an activist/Organiser: I was a
waitress at a pub / restaurant in Outwood, before beginning my
employment with the GMB at just 16. My first role with the Union
was in retention, contacting both starters and leavers, before
moving to the finance department. I was the Senior Finance
assistant before becoming a Regional organiser which is my
current role.
What’s your most and least favourite part of being out on the
doorstep when campaigning for Labour? Good question, my
favourite part is meeting people and talking to people from all
different walks of life. My least favourite is seeing the affects this
Tory Government is having on so many people. It's heart-breaking
to hear and see first hand the impact low paid, insecure work is
having on hard working families across a range of constituencies.
When you heard that Labour had done well in the General
Election what was your first thought? As many of us across the
movement worked tirelessly throughout the snap election for
candidates all over the country, I remember thinking at 9pm that
night I really couldn't have done anymore. The political landscape
was changing sending shockwaves across the country.

What would you say to TU activists who were thinking about
joining the Labour Party? Firstly, I would encourage activists to
attend the fantastic political training on offer by the GMB. We have
2 days which Steve Jennings, Regional Political Officer and Colin
Burgon, team up to become an incredible duo delivering Political
Education, dedicated to help build the movement and expand and
unite the left through education, analysis, dialogue and action.
Who or what is your main political/personal inspiration?
Emmeline Pankhurst is my political heroine in history. If we had
met, we may have not agreed on party political issues but on the
issue of women's suffrage. I’d have been proud to stand alongside
Emmeline and her incredible achievements.
Would you like to become a MP or elected politician and why?
Yes I would. I have seen over the years, whilst fighting
unscrupulous employers , that more can be achieved through the
political arena. I am hoping to have this opportunity in Morley and
Outwood when selection begins for the next Labour candidate.
TWITTER: @deanneferguson
EMAIL: Deanne.ferguson@gmb.org.uk
WEBSITE: Deanne Ferguson Facebook page
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100 Years Of Female Suffrage

Fiona Derbyshire

We are pleased to promote the first Alice Bacon Lecture,
which will be given by Harriet Harman, MP. The lecture is
titled 100 Years of Female Suffrage will reflect on and
celebrate the contribution that women have made to politics
and public life in the last century. Harriet has been a brilliant
advocate for women during her many years in Parliament and
will make a fantastic inaugural speaker.

A GMB member, councillor and local housing campaigner has won
the selection for a North Yorkshire target seat. Fiona Derbyshire
has been selected to contest York Outer, where the Tories’
majority fell from more than 13,000 to 8,289 at the last election.
Fiona Derbyshire speaks on housing for the Labour group on the
Tory/Lib Dem-controlled City of York Council, and works as school
business manager. She will go up against Julian Study, a Tory
farmer.

The lecture will take place on Thursday 25 January at 6pm in
the Great Hall at the University of Leeds. It’s an excellent way
to celebrate our local community and the achievements of
Yorkshire’s first female MP. Free tickets and further details
can be found here - https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/100years-of-female-suffrage-harriet-harman-gives-first-alicebacon-talk-tickets-38044297518#tickets

“It is an incredible honour to be selected to be Labour’s
candidate here in York Outer at the next general election,” Fiona
said after winning broad support from across the local Labour
membership. Continuing, she said: “People in York Outer deserve
an MP who will protect their jobs and the services they value
and fight for a fair deal in parliament.”
The Tories are failing to find answers for the big issues affecting
York and the country. Lurching from self-made crisis to self-made
crisis is not government. We need a government that will tackle
the crisis in our NHS and adult social care, get to grips with the
issues that matter to local people and ensure we have an
economy that works for the many, not the few.

Save The Date - TUC NATIONAL DEMO
London, 12 May 2018 : The TUC Executive Committee has
agreed to hold a national demonstration on Saturday 12 May
in London. The demonstration will form part of the TUC
Great Jobs Agenda campaign, which sets out the key demands
of the movement for how we win a new deal for working
people. Further details will follow in terms of transport to
the demo from the region and it is hoped that we will have
one of the biggest turn-outs from Yorkshire & North
Derbyshire to date.
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